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In [l] we state the following: 
Theorem 3.1 (RCA,,). Weak Konig’s Lemma is equivalent to the statement, 
“Every countable commutative ring with a unit has a prime ideal”. 
The proof given in [l] is incorrect. We will now give a correct proof of a slightly 
stronger theorem. 
Theorem (RC&). The following are pairwise equivalent. 
(1) Weak Konig’s Lemma. 
(2) Every countable commutative ring with a unit has a prime ideal. 
(3) Every countable commutative ring with a unit has a radical ideal. (Recall 
that an ideal I is radical if a” E I for some n EN implies a E I.) 
Proof. (1) + (2) is given on p. 163 of [l]. (2) j (3) is trivial. 
(3) j (1). We shall use Lemma 3.2 of [l]. Let f, g :N +-N be given with Vi, j 
((f(i) # go’)) and f, g both one-to-one. Let R, = Q[x,, : n EN] be the polynomial 
ring over the rationals with countably many indeterminates. Now let I be the ideal 
generated by all x;(‘;;t and $!tnf - 1 for n EN. We claim that I exists. Given an 
f E R, we can write f in normal form, f*, where if xk occurs in f*, then 
m # f(n), g(n) for all n < k, and f = f* (mod I). Clearly f E I iff f* = 0, and l$ I. 
Let R = Roll and assuming (3) let J be a radical ideal in R. Let Jo be the ideal 
in J which corresponds to J. Thus Jo is a radical ideal in R, and 1~ Jo. It follows 
that +(,, EJO and X,H &Jo for all HEN. Now let X={mEN:x,,,EJo} and we 
conclude that (1) holds. 
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We must withdraw our claim (on p. 165 of [ 11) that every KIT subset of 2” is in 
effective one-to-one correspondence with the prime ideals of some recursive 
commutative ring. 
The proof-theoretic ordinals of ACA and l-Ii-CA are known. On p. 148 of [l], 
we should have IACAl = E,~ (see [3]), and III:-CA] = tl(n, * &JO (see [2]). 
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